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TSL Products joins RAVENNA partnership community
TSL Products, a leading broadcast equipment manufacturer, has become the latest
company to join the growing ranks of the RAVENNA partnership community. Based in
the UK, TSL Products designs and manufactures a range of hardware and software
solutions to facilitate operations within the TV broadcast, cable, satellite, IPTV and IT
industries.
TSL Products launched its first RAVENNA-enabled products at NAB 2016. The MPA
(Monitor Plus Audio) range of monitoring products is now available in a version with
integrated RAVENNA connectivity. Solo offers the ability to listen to any channel, whilst
the Mix model enables the user to create a simple monitoring mix.
Matt Colman, Product Manager, TSL Products, said, “The move to integrating
RAVENNA was a logical step in order to remain in sync with the industry’s rapid move
to AoIP workflows.”
ALC NetworX RAVENNA evangelist, Andreas Hildebrand is in full agreement. “The
move to AoIP is fast becoming a universal trend within the broadcast sector in
particular and the audio world in general. Furthermore, as demands on AoIP networks
vary in terms of performance and connectivity, manufacturers have to offer a choice of
AoIP networking options in order to remain relevant. RAVENNA is necessarily a key
element in the range of possibilities offered to customers, particularly as it remains the
both the highest-performing networking technology currently available, and the easiest
gateway to AES67 interoperability.”
About TSL Products:
TSL Products designs, manufactures and markets a range of hardware and software solutions
that serve to simplify operations within the television broadcast, cable, satellite, IPTV and IT
industries.
Specialising in audio monitoring, surround microphones and processors, intelligent display
systems, broadcast control systems, and power management tools, TSL Products’ solutions
satisfy and exceed the commercial, technical and operational requirements that exist in ITbased and traditional workflows, helping its customers to lower costs, generate revenue and
streamline operations.
TSL Products draws on over two decades of international systems integration experience to
develop and deliver a range of top-quality products that meet the needs of today’s broadcasters.
For more information visit www.tslproducts.com
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About RAVENNA:
RAVENNA is a technology for real-time distribution of audio and other media content in IPbased network environments. Utilizing standardized network protocols and technologies,
RAVENNA can operate on existing network infrastructures. RAVENNA is designed to meet the
strict requirements of the pro audio market featuring low latency, full signal transparency and
high reliability.
While primarily targeting the professional broadcast market, RAVENNA is also suitable for
deployment in other pro audio market segments like live sound, install market and recording.
Possible fields of application include (but are not limited to) in-house signal distribution in
broadcasting houses, theaters, concert halls and other fixed installations, flexible setups at
venues and live events, OB van support, inter-facility links across WAN connections and in
production & recording applications.
Unlike most other existing networking solutions, RAVENNA is an open technology standard
without a proprietary licensing policy. RAVENNA is fully compatible with the AES67-2013
standard on High-performance Streaming Audio-over-IP Interoperability.

About ALC NetworX GmbH:
ALC NetworX is an R&D company in Munich, Germany. A team of experts with excellent
reputation from the Pro Audio industry and in-depth knowledge in networking technologies has
developed the RAVENNA technology platform. While ALC NetworX will continue to keep the
lead role in the RAVENNA technology development, product implementations will be executed
by individual partner companies. Current partner companies include 2wcom, AEQ, AETA,
Archwave, ARG, arkona, Axia, Boldburg, Calrec, Cordial, Coveloz, Digigram, Dimetis,
DirectOut, DSA Volgmann, GatesAir, Genelec, Infomedia, Jutel, Lawo, Linear Acoustic, LSB,
Luminex, Meinberg, Merging, Modulation Index, MTS, Neumann, Omicron Lab, Omnia, Orban,
Qbit, Riedel, Schoeps, SCISYS, Sennheiser, Sonifex, Sound4, Telos, Ward-Beck and
WorldCast Systems. Interested manufacturers are welcome to join the RAVENNA partner
community.
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